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Leaves, Leaves, Leaves 
Time was, if my memory does not fail me, that all, or almost all, the leaves were down from the trees by 5 

November.  These days, I still seem to be raking them up as Christmas approaches and, when the compost bins 

have been filled stirred down and filled again so I can cram no more in, stuffing the leaves into bags to turn into 

leaf mould.   

 

A comfort as I ply the rake is to see how many flowers the garden still has.  

Star of the long running show has to be palest primrose yellow Coreopsis 

verticilliata “Moonlight” continuously in bloom from July and showing no 

signs yet of stopping.  Originally bought a few years ago at Marks Hall on an 

Islington Gardeners coach trip, this plant most definitely likes the sharp 

drainage of my garden.  So do the sub-shrubby kinds of salvia, many of which 

have also been in bloom for several months.  A particular joy this week is s. 

guaranitica “Black and Blue” which I bought as a little rooted cutting at this 

year’s Plant Sale and which has finally flowered.  This is the tallest salvia I 

have grown to date (over 1.5m) and a glorious colour.  I shall definitely put in 

cuttings next spring to develop a good sized patch which might replace poor 

“Evelyn” the David Austin rose which has been struggling for years in a spot 

clearly too dry for her to flourish.  Alison 

 

Right:  S. guaranitica “Black and Blue” 
 

Islington Gardeners Visit to the Beth Chatto Gardens 29 September 2017 
To reach Beth Chatto’s gardens you turn off the road to Clacton down an unprepossessing lane in Essex and there 

they are.  As we discovered when we visited by coach on a 29 September, there is no grand mansion, just an 

ordinary little bungalow where Beth still lives at the age of 94.  It is a surprisingly unassuming home for one of 

Britain’s most interesting and inspirational gardeners.   

 

But then, it was the gardens we had come to see and, on a day which had begun wet but mercifully dried up before 

our arrival, we were able to ramble through a series of contrasting gardens – gravel, water, reservoir and woodland 

garden – each created to encourage plants to grow where they are happiest.  

 

This commitment to the idea of “the right plant in the right place” is what Beth is best known for. She is a serious 

plantswoman and ecologist who believes that plants should be grown in environments that suit them best. “We’re 

not a Sissinghurst or a grand stately home,” explains Sally, one of the gardeners, who takes us on a guided tour. 
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Beth and her husband moved to the spot in 1960. It was derelict land between two farming areas in Elmstead 

Market, near Colchester, that belonged to her husband’s family. Undeterred by the fact that it was immensely 

inhospitable and not good enough for farming, full of boggy hollows with poor soil and covered in brambles and 

nettles, Beth set about making her seven-acre garden. It was to be her life’s work, for which she won Gold at the 

Chelsea Flower Show over 10 consecutive years. 

 

This part of rural Essex is about the driest bit of England. The gravel garden, where we start our tour, is a supreme 

example of “the right plant in the right place” philosophy. Built on a former car park and never watered, the beds   

are planted with drought-tolerant plants such as amaryllis, sedum “Red Cauli”, gaura, bergenia and colchicum 

“Rosy Dawn”. All were flowering in late September, the sedum giving wonderful splashes of magenta in amongst 

grasses, verbascum and verbena bonariensis.  

 

Colchicum  (left) and Sedum (right) in the Dry Garden 
 

Beth has her own firm ideas about where and how to place plants.  In the gravel garden she plants in ones rather 

than the fashionable threes but she repeats the single plants throughout the garden. Planting in ones means that you 

can see the whole plant. She puts tall plants in amongst smaller ones rather than layering them in the herbaceous-

border style, so you can look through and see something else. 

 

As you walk down the hill to the water garden you feel you are entering 

another world and a different climate zone. A series of ponds flows 

down to a reservoir; the plants are bigger leafed, more thuggish and there 

is a preponderance of ferns, a gunnera and beautiful lawns. Herbaceous 

borders make an appearance but the planting is in a tapestry pattern 

rather than the block planting you get in many of today’s borders.  

 

“It is incredibly damp down here,” says Sally. The plants seem to love it. 

We gaze at several astrantia, some beautiful but poisonous aconitum and 

brightly-coloured asters. Beth creates her beds by simply listing the 

plants she would like to include and then planting them free form. There 

are no diagrams or drawings. The gardeners are fairly easy-going with 

the plants, leaving them to grow and self-seed where they like and 

weeding where needed to keep beds tidy. 

 

But these are not low-maintenance gardens, Sally emphasizes. A lot of 

weeding goes on. And the gardeners are not purists. There has been some 

watering this year to keep water-loving plants such as hydrangeas alive. 

They use spray occasionally against insects and employ slug pellets to 

protect the hostas.            Beautiful but poisonous aconite 
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The reservoir garden has an open, sunny aspect and is 

a recent creation, showing off bedding plants, roses 

and an enormous phormium tenax, a New Zealand 

native that is thriving in the newly enriched soil.  

 

Beth no longer gardens actively, having handed over 

the running of her business to her granddaughter four 

years ago, but she is still interested in what goes on 

and ventures out into her domain to dispense advice. A 

couple of gardeners now do the work she once did, 

using the tried and tested ideas that have served her so 

well.  Lucy Hodges 

 

Right:  A “tapestry” border 

 

An  Accidental Vegetable Plot 
Earlier this summer, around the end of May, I decided that one of the tree pits near my house needed some 

attention.  I had planted it up a while ago with stipa tenuissima and sedums but the grasses had turned very brown 

and straggly – some were obviously dead – and had crowded out the sedums.  A great renovation took place and 

the resulting plot looked charming, with purple flowering hebes, dark leaved heuchera, some hardy geraniums and 

a few healthy stipa and euphorbia. In the process I renewed the soil with compost from my own heap. 

 

Imagine my surprise when, a few weeks later, on 

returning to London from a few days away, I saw 

a large squash plant creeping all over the plot and 

onto the pavement beyond, covered in bright 

yellow flowers. I then realized that many tomato 

plants had also started to pop up everywhere, and 

were in need of staking.   

 

All this was, of course, the product of my home-

made compost, and it was such a lovely surprise 

that I just let it all flourish.  The neighbours 

found it very amusing, and nobody picked the 

tomatoes.  It gives another meaning to the term 

“street food”.    Jennie Chamberlain 

 

Plant Rusts 
If you have never had black spot, the chances are you have never grown roses.  If your roses are free of black spot, 

then you have probably chosen resistant varieties and are assiduous in removing and destroying (not composting) 

any leaf which shows the slightest sign of this fungal disease.   

 

Plant rusts are also fungal and, like black spot which is rose specific, there are different rusts for different plants.  

Comfortingly, therefore, the rust on the hollyhocks will not spread to the heucheras.  But there are hundreds of 

plant rusts which could get to, among others, fuchsias, antirrhinums, roses (in addition to the black spot) French 

beans and, especially, hollyhocks.  All of these fungal diseases are more prevalent if the weather is warm and damp 

and if there is little flow of air around plants.   

 

Ornamentals can be all treated with the same fungicidal sprays (containing  tebuconazole or tebuconazole with 

trifloxystrobin or triticonazole) whether they describe themselves as general plant fungus treatment or black spot 

specific.  But you do need to be persistent and repeat the treatment at frequent intervals, as well as picking off and 

destroying affected leaves.  There are currently no fungicides licensed for use by amateurs on edible crops but the 

internet describes several home-made formulas including simple bicarbonate of soda.  
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I have had particular problems this year with pelargonium rust.  I think it came in with two plants which I was 

given in the spring.  These were the first to show the disease and, after fruitless efforts to control it on them by 

removing affected leaves, had to be killed off, along with their spores, by a lengthy blast in the microwave (a good 

Londoner’s substitute for forbidden bonfires when you have small amounts of diseased material!).   

 

Sadly, other pelargoniums had already been infected and I have had 

to keep checking them, removing infected leaves and spraying with 

fungicide.  I learned in the process that it is not enough to take off 

just the leaves showing brown mature rings underneath but I must 

also remove leaves with whitish spots visible from the top as these 

are signs of an as yet immature infection.  

 

The upside with pelargonium rust is that it infects only zonal 

pelargoniums.  Regal, angel and ivy-leaved pelargoniums are not 

affected.  Nor are the scented leaf  “geraniums”, or p. sidoides with 

its neat velvety grey leaves and dark red flowers.  As most of my 

collection are regals, these have happily survived unscathed.       Mature pelargonium rust 

 

I gave up hollyhocks a few years ago after having some pale pink single ones which, although very pretty, fell prey 

to rust from their third year.  Received wisdom seems to be that, although hollyhocks are perennial, to reduce the 

rust problem it is preferable to grow them from seed as biennials – hopefully collecting the seed from the old plants 

before they have shown any sign of rust which might be transferred on the seed casings.  It also seems that the rust 

affecting hollyhocks is most virulent on Althaea rosea cultivars (the most commonly available and the most 

decorative) and that cultivars of other althaea species might be more resistant.  Mallow, abutilon, hibiscus and other 

malvaceae can apparently also be affected by hollyhock rust but I have not seen it on my Syrian hibiscus, musk 

mallow or my abutilon (an un-named hybrid I grew from seed).  Alison 

 

Wildlife 
Sadly no wildlife article this time but you may like to see these pictures.  The butterfly (Red Admiral) was snapped 

by Dee Austin on the visit to the Beth Chatto Gardens.  The hairy and colourful caterpillar was seen in my own 

garden feeding on pulmonaria leaves which are plentiful enough not to be begrudged to an interesting invertebrate.  

I think it may be a vapourer moth but would be pleased if anyone can give a positive identification.  Alison 
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Nerines for autumn colour 
My Nerines have been splendid this year. I don’t know if I did anything different or whether it was the climate. 

 

I have been doing some research.  Nerines all originate from South Africa. I have three labelled Nerine bowdenii 

and two labelled N. sarniensis.  The former come from the Eastern Cape and the Drakensburg mountains where it 

rains in summer and these are the hardier variety.  N .sarniensis (the Guernsey Lily) is native to the cliffs of Table 

Mountain, Cape Town, where the summers are dry.  

 

I have 6 pots and the five in terracotta all flowered, 

but the one in plastic did not.  I’m sure that is just 

coincidence as www.nerines.com recommends 

plastic pots with no crocks. I think the reason may be 

that the bulbs in the plastic pot are still too small - 

nerines like to be overcrowded.   

 

According to Ken Hall, nerines specialist on the Isle 

of Wight, the best time for re-potting is summer from 

July to early August and then 1/3 or 2/5 of the bulb 

should protrude above the soil surface.  The compost 

mixes recommended vary a bit but the simplest is 1 

part John Innes No.3, to 2 parts coarse grit or sharp 

sand and 2 parts peat plus 25gm Osmocote to every 

10 litres.  I would substitute the peat with a peat-free 

or low peat multi purpose compost, or maybe 

leafmould.  

 

Last autumn I vaguely remembered that I had to water until the leaves died down and then stop watering for the 

summer.  Well, the two red N. sarniensis ‘Corusca Major’ (pictured above) did die back and I put the pots against a  

L. N. bowdenii “Stephanie” R.  N.bowdenii “Pink Triumph” 
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wall with an overhanging  climbing hydrangea, sunny in summer for 4-5 hours a day and very little rain.  My other 

pots didn’t die off so I continued to give them a little water occasionally.  

 

The N.sarniensis suddenly produced leaves and flower stems in late August and I took a photo of them in full 

flower in mid September. ‘The glowing flowers look as if they have a dusting of gold over the petals when 

examined close-to’. 

 

 The very pale pink N. bowdenii “Stephanie” started flowering a month later and my deeper pink ‘Pink Triumph’ 

were just coming out at the end of October. They are listed by Cotswold Garden Flowers and Bob Brown there says 

they are a cross.  He rates them highly and shows a picture of a huge clump. 

 

All nerine flower stems should be left until they die down. They may set seed and it will sometimes ripen but it is 

not worth saving and sowing it unless you are very patient, so it is perhaps best to remove the seed heads to allow 

the plants to put all their energy into fattening the bulbs for next year’s flowering.  Some feeding at this stage also 

helps.  They like cool nights down to 3C and are usually watered from the top.    

 

Keep them dry from April, or earlier if the leaves have gone. Then give one good soaking at the end of July to 

encourage root growth.  Maybe I shall see if I can ease them out of their pots to give a little new compost 

underneath as I don’t see how you can topdress without covering the bulbs. Then again no water until leaf growth 

starts in September. 

 

I’m sure lots of you have found different ways to success and I’d be glad to hear about them.  Jo Murray 

 

A Good Read – Plant Hunter’s Paradise by Frank Kingdon Ward 
I picked up a paperback reprint of this 1930’s book casually from the bookstall at a De Beauvoir Gardeners 

Autumn Fete of a couple of years ago.  It has repaid the small amount I paid for it many times over in the pleasure 

of reading it, lending to friends and discussing it. 

 

It is the story of Ward’s 13 months 1930-31 journey to northern Burma in the company of his friend the zoologist 

Lord Cranbrook.  Written in the days before easy and ubiquitous colour photography, the book has no illustrations 

either of the rhododendrons which were the object of the quest or of other plants collected along the way.  Ward 

was limited to recording his finds in black and white and with pressed flowers and leaves.  This does not matter.  

The delight of the book is not in what was found but in the description of the journey which took him from 

Myitkyina (north of Mandalay and close to the source of the Irrawaddy river) into the mountains bordering on 

Assam, Tibet and China. 

 

These were the days when the British Empire was in its pomp and Burma was part of the Indian Raj.  Travel out 

was by steamship and travellers carried their luggage on a train of mules rather than in a backpack.  This did not 

mean it was luxurious or even always comfortable.  Sometimes it was even “interesting” in the sense of the Chinese 

curse.  Often it sounds more than a little absurd and there is a suspicion that Ward might have been ever so slightly 

sending himself up – especially when he tells of the little treats they had packed (in the form of a crate of half 

bottles of champagne and a store of Christmas puddings) for restoring morale when it got very low.   

 

As a description of the place and the time, it is absolutely fascinating.  Much of what Ward saw is now irretrievably 

changed or gone.  Just west of his route is the area of the Rohinjas bordering on Bangladesh.  Not far away is the 

“Golden Triangle” referred to in accounts of the Indo-Chinese wars of the 1960’s and 1970’s. 

 

After you have read this, take up Amy Tan’s novel “Teaching Fish to Swim” which is an account of a well 

researched but fictional journey by a group of American tourists starting from China but ending in the same area.  

Then weep for the environment.  Alison 

 

 

Next Newsletter – early February 2018 – last date for copy 23 January 2018 to Alison Barlow, 

alisonbarlow47@aol.com  


